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FOREWORD

The U.S. Geological Survey supports scientific
research of other individuals and organizations
that is relevant to the mission of the Geological
Survey. This support is based on both unsolicited
and solicited proposals that result in the award
of a grant or a contract.
This guide contains instructions for submitting
proposals for research grants, including conferences or symposia held in conjunction with such
research. It should be used for all unsolicited
proposals and may be used for solicited proposals
if the solicitations so state.
This publication also includes information on
grants administration and management of work
conducted under the grants.
These guidelines are for information only and
may not be substituted for documents that control
specific grant or contract relationships. DISCRIMINATION PROHIBITED- Title VI of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. It is the goal of the
Department of the Interior to ensure that its
programs are designed, coordinated, and implemented to promote equal opportunity. Each bureau and office empowered to extend Federal
financial assistance to applicants and recipients
has the responsibility to support Title VI goals
and to seek mutual support of these goals from
applicants and recipients prior to and after the
extension of Federal financial assistance.
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SUBMISSION OF SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCH PROPOSALS
This guide provides information to aid prospective grantees in preparing requests for scientific
research support from the U.S. Geological Survey.
Prior to submission, proposers may wish to obtain
specific information on particular programs by
contacting the appropriate procurement office
listed on pages 10 and 11. Suggested formats, which
will facilitate the review of proposals, are included.
The Survey also occasionally awards grants for
work related conferences and symposia. Grants
of this type are discussed on page 18.
TYPES OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
SUPPORTED
The U.S. Geological Survey considers proposals
for support of research in any field of study that
helps fulfill Survey research mission objectives.
These fields include, but are not limited to geology, hydrology, geography, cartography, conservation, and remote sensing.
Geologic research includes programs in (a)
mineral exploration on land and on the adjacent
continental margins; (b) geologic, geophysical,
and geochemical mapping of the distribution, age,
composition, structure and physical properties of
rocks and mineral deposits; (c) the chemistry and
physics of the Earth and the terrestrial and marine
processes by which it was formed; (d) the application of geologic, geophysical, and geochemical
data to urban planning and development, land
utilization, construction practices, and health
problems; (e) earthquake studies; and (f) studies and exploration research, resource appraisal,
data systems, and environmental studies related
to energy resources.
Hydrologic research includes studies of the
source, occurrence, quality, quantity, distribution,
utilization, movement, and availability of surface
and underground waters that comprise the Nation's water resources. Research is conducted to
improve the scientific basis of investigations and
techniques of appraisal in hydraulics and hydro!6

ogy and of the chemical and physical properties
of water to achieve a better understanding of the
resource in its natural steady-state environment
and as it may influence or be influenced by environmental changes.
Geographic research applies modern geographic
theory and techniques to land-resource-related
problems. Continuing development of land-use
classifications and mapping techniques, geographic
information systems and related methodologies,
and multidisciplinary analyses provide information in support of land-management planning and
decision making.
Cartographic research is concerned with all
phases of topographic mapping, aerial photography, field surveys, photogrammetry, and cartography to improve both the techniques and the instruments Qf mapping operations.
Conservation research includes geophysical investigations that are oriented toward economic
evaluation of potential mineral resources in the
Outer Continental Shelf and that also assist in the
development of safe drilling practices through
recognition of potential geologic hazards.
Remote-sensing research includes surveys and
investigations designed to demonstrate the feasibility of measuring and interpreting properties
of the Earth's surface in the fields of geology,
geography, hydrology, and cartography from remotely sensed data gathered by orbiting spacecraft or high-altitude aircraft. These investigations are intended to explore the applications of
remotely sensed data to resource problems.
GENERAL INFORMATION
During the normal review process, proposals
generally are appraised for scientific merit by
Survey personnel. However, they may be reviewed by specialists outside the agency and sometimes by special advisory panels. The Survey
strives to avoid any action which might result in,
or give the appearance of, preferential treatment
or the impeding of Government efficiency or impartiality. The Survey may retain a copy of each
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proposal that does not result in a grant but will
not voluntarily make that copy available to the
public without the consent of those who signed
the proposal. If a proposal results in a grant, it
may be made available to interested individuals
upon specific request. However, information or
material that the Survey and the grantee mutually
agree to be of a privileged nature will be held
in confidence to the extent permitted by law.
Accordingly, privileged information (for example,
proprietary scientific information and salaries of
faculty members) should be included in a separate statement accompanying the proposal.
WHO MAY SUBMIT PROPOSALS

Although proposals are usually initiated by
the scientist interested in performing the work,
they are submitted on his behalf by his organization. Before formal submission, the proposal may
be discussed with the Survey's staff by letter or
in person. Graduate students are not encouraged
to propose support of research; normally they
should arrange to serve as research assistants to
faculty members holding grants.
The categories of persons or institutions who
may submit proposals are as follows:
1. COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Most proposals are accepted from universities anci colleges on behalf of their staff members. The content of proposals submitted
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by these applicants is described on page 10.
2. NONPROFIT,
NONACADEMIC
SEARCH INSTITUTIONS

RE-

Geological Survey policy emphasizes support of research that contributes to its inhouse research and its broad scientific missions. Grants, therefore, will only be made
to nonprofit, nonacademic institutions (including scientific, technical, and cultural
societies) whose proposals' demonstrate a particularly close relationship to the Survey's
research programs and goals. Special consideration will be given when the proposed
research is of exceptional significance or
when the institution submitting the proposal has unique capabilities for performing
the project's work. A proposal from such an
institution should include a statement describing the purposes and general organization of the institution.

3. PRIVATE PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
Grants are not awarded to private organizations. However, unsolicited proposals of
unique ideas may be funded by a contract.

4. FOREIGN INSTITUTIONS
Grants are given to foreign institutions only
in special circumstances such as possession
of unique research capabilities or resources.
Proposals should be discussed with the Survey before submission. Grants will be
awarded only for direct costs.
5. STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
Grants are made to State and local government agencies for research projects of mutual interest, usually when the grantee has
unique research capabilities or resources.
NOTE: Nothing in this section on grants
for research shall be construed to alter
the Survey's Federal-State cooperative
program requirement contained in the
congressional appropriation language which
9
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states that "no part of this appropriation
shall be used to pay more than one-half the
cost of any topographic mapping or water
resources investigations carried on in cooperation with any State or municipality."
WHEN TO SUBMIT PROPOSALS

Research proposals may ordinarily be submitted to the Geological Survey at any time. "It
should be noted, however, that some of our programs will consider only those proposals submitted in response to particular publicly announced study projects. These announcements
normally contain a closing date for proposal submission. Applicants should allow about 6 months
between submission of a proposal for scientific
research and the anticipated starting date. Every
effort is made to reach a decision and inform the
prospective grantee promptly.
WHERE TO SUBMIT PROPOSALS
U.S. Geological Survey
Western Region
345 Middlefield Road
Menlo Park, California 94025
(415) 532-2781
U.S. Geological Survey
Branch of Procurement and Contracts
205 National Center
Reston, Virginia 22092
(703) 860-7153
U.S. Geological Survey
Eastern Region
291 National Center
Reston, Virginia 22092
(703) 860-7815
U.S. Geological Survey
Central Region
Denver Federal Center
Post Office' Box 25286
Denver, Colorado 80225
(303) 234-3899
WHAT TO SUBMIT
Proposals must cover the following points, as
applicable. A recommended format for a cover
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page is shown in Appendix I. If the request is
for the renewal of a grant, it should so state
and indicate the old USGS grant number. For
additional information on grant renewals, see the
section "Renewal of Support Requests." Five
copies of the proposal are required.
The Institution and Principal Investigator

The name and address of the organization
should include branch or component title, if any.
If the legal or corporate designation of the organization is different from that generally used, the
legal designation should also be given. The name,
title, social security number, telephone number,
departmental affiliation, and address (if different
from that of the institution) of the principal investigator should be indicated. If more than one
principal investigator is listed, one should be
designated as correspondent for Geological Survey mailings.
Title of Proposed Research

The title of the proposed research should be
brief and descriptive.
Desired Starting Date
Statement of a starting date is of great value
to the Survey staff in scheduling reviews. In some
cases, the designated starting date may be appreciably earlier than the date at which research
is to begin. In such event, the starting date for
the research should be specified. Alternative
starting dates may be specified.
Time Period Request

The length of time for which support is requested should be consistent with the nature and
complexity of the proposed research, but funding
support is normally provided for 1 year at a time.
Proposals for a shorter period will be considered
if the research can be completed in the time specified or if the proposal is to explore the feasibility
of .a broader research program.
Endorsement
One copy of the proposal must be signed by
the principal investigator ( s), by the relevant department head ( s), and by an official authorized
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to handle the institution's financial affairs. All
other copies should also indicate names and titles
of those who have signed the original. Proposals
will not be considered complete if endorsement
signatures are omitted.
Current Support and Pending Applications

The proposal must summarize all current research support for the principal investigator(s)
and, if appropriate, should indicate other senior
research personnel planning to participate in the
proposed research. This information should include the titles and dates of current grants or
contracts, the source of funds , annual budget
amounts, and the fraction of effort devoted to
each project by each of the senior personnel.
The proposal must also provide similar information for any proposals (including the proposal
being submitted) which are being considered by,
or which will be submitted in the near future to,
other possible sponsors. Concurrent submission
of a proposal to other organizations will not prejudice its review by the Geological Survey.
Description of Proposed Research

An abstract of the proposed research, suitable
for publication, is required. The abstract, about
200 words in length, will be used as the basis of
a description sent to the Science Information Exchange if a grant is awarded. It should state the
objectives of the research and the nature of the
scientific approach to be undertaken to achieve
these objectives.
The ab'stract should be followed by a more detailed statement of the proposed undertaking, including : objectives and expected significance; relation to knowledge previously gained, as well as
to research in progress elsewhere; and a bibliography of pertinent literature. A renewal proposal
should refer to accomplishments under the previous grant. The general plan of work, including
the broad design of intended work, should be
outlined. Appraisal of the scientific merit of the
proposed research chiefly depends upon this information. While the proposal should be a care12

fully prepared and self-contained document, Survey reviewers are aware that detailed research
plans cannot always be provided in advance.
Facilities

Available facilities and major equipment especially suitable to the proposed research should
be mentioned.
Personnel

The principal investigator is responsible for
direct supervision of the project and participates
in the research whether or not his institution receives any reimbursement for his salary from
grant funds.
The proposal should list the name, academic
titles, and estimated percentage of time (academic
or calendar year) to be devoted to the proposed
work by each professional participant.
NOTE: The proposal should indicate the
actual percentage of time to be devoted to
the research by the principal investigator
and any faculty associates. (See page 24.)
A short biographical sketch of the principal
investigator should be included, as well as a list
of his principal publications during the past 5
years, especially those related to the proposed
research. Similar biographical information should
be supplied for any other senior personnel.
Budget

A budget for each research proposal is required in the format of Appendix II, showing
the estimated total cost of the project plus an
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annual cost breakdown. Funds requested from
the Survey should be indicated for each of the
categories listed below that correspond to items
shown in the budget format. Contributions to the
proposed research from other Federal and nonFederal sources should be shown. Funds may
be requested under any of the categories listed
as long as the item is necessary to conduct the
research. Cost sharing is encouraged on all research-project grants in accordance with the
principles set out in the section of this brochure
entitled "Cost Sharing on Research Grants."

Salaries and Wages
As a general policy, the Survey recognizes that
salaries of tenured and nontenured faculty members and other personnel associated directly with
the research constitute appropriate direct costs
in proportion to the time each expects to devote
to the research.
However, summer salary for a faculty member
generaliy will not be reimbursed for more than
two-ninths of his regular academic-year salary.
Exceptions to this limitation are permitted in unusual cases which must be fuliy justified in he
proposal.
The item for faculty salaries in the formal
proposal may be limited to a single figure representing the total of an faculty salaries to be
charged against the grant. However, ali faculty
salaries should be itemized in a separate statement, two copies of which should accompany the
proposal. This statement must include ali of the
information requested in Appendix li for each
faculty member.
Information on faculty salaries will be used as
the basis for determining the salary amounts stipulated in the grant budget, which will remain
fixed unless a substantive change occurs in the
research . Accordingly, detailed accounting of the
time spent by faculty members on the project will
not be required.
For research associates, research assistants,
professional assistants, and other personnel (such
as technical, clerical, undergraduate students),
positions must be listed with the number of fuli-
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time equivalent man-months and rate of pay
(hourly, monthly, annual), or stipend indicated
for each. The total amount for salaries per year
to be paid from the grant for each category must
be specified. Salaries charged against grant funds
should be consistent with the regular practices of
the institution.
The Geological Survey regards research as one
of the normal functions of faculty members at
institutions of high education. Compensation for
time spent on research within the term of appointment is included within the regular institutional salary of the faculty member. Therefore,
grant funds may not be used to augment the total
salary of faculty members during the period of
time covered by the term of faculty appointment
or to reimburse faculty members for consulting
or other time in addition to a regular full-time
institutional salary covering the same general period of employment. In any Survey-supported
scientific research grant, the institution is deemed
to be the grantee and responsibility for work performed by a faculty member under such a grant
rests with the institution.
These same principles apply to other types of
organizations such as research institutes. In those
groups, however, the period of employment is
usually on an annual basis, and there is seldom
the possibility of "summer salary."
A special question sometimes arises when an
independent institute or laboratory submits a
proposal to employ college or university faculty
members on a part-time basis. In such cases, the
general intent of the above policies shall apply,
so that total income will not be augmented in
ways that would not be possible under a grant to
a university.
Fringe Benefits

If the usual accounting practices of the grantee
institution provide that the institutional contribution to employee "benefits" (social security, retirement, etc.) be treated as direct costs, grant
funds may be used to defray such expenses.

15
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Permanent Equipment
Major items of needed equipment should be
itemized by description and estimated cost and
adequate justification provided in the proposal.
Allowable items will ordinarily be limited to nonstandard scientific equipment and apparatus specific to the grant which is not already available
for the conduct of the work. Title to equipment
purchased with grant funds may vest in the institution.
Office equipment or furniture, air-conditioning.
and motor vehicles are not normally considered
eligible for support. If requested, such items
should be fully justified; grant funds may not be
used for such purposes unless specifically approved by the Survey.

Expendable Equipment and Supplies
The types of expendable equipment and supplies required should be indicated in general terms
with estimated costs. When substantial funds are
requested, there should be a more detailed breakdown.

Travel
Travel requirements should be briefly specified.
Funds may be requested for field work or for
travel associated with the proposed research, such
as travel to scientific meetings held in the United
States, Canada, or Mexico.
Allowances for air travel will not normally
exceed round-trip jet economy air accommodations. Persons traveling under grants must travel
by U.S. flag carriers except when (a) it is impossible to fulfill the terms of the grant without
the use of foreign carriers, (b) the total cost to
the Survey will be significantly less using foreign
carriers, or (c) the use of foreign carriers will
be paid for in United States-owned excess foreign currencies. When a grantee does use foreign
carriers he must provide justification acceptable
to the Survey for such use as a part of the grant
fiscal report.
If foreign travel is planned in connection with
the research, the proposal should give relevant
16

information (including itinerary) and justification.
If approved on that basis, there is no need for

the grantee or principal investigator to consult the
Survey further in connection with the foreign
travel. If no provision for foreign travel is included in the original award, or if additional
travel is contemplated, the Survey must be consulted before commitment of grant funds for such
purposes.
Publication Costs
Costs of preparing and publishing the results
of research conducted under the grant, including
cost of reports, reprints, page charges, or other
journal costs (except costs for prior or early publication), and necessary illustrations, should be
itemized. Such costs do not normally include ·support of book or monograph publication.
Indirect Costs
The indirect cost rate approved by the Survey
for each institution must be used in computing
indirect costs of a research proposal. If there is
any question about indirect costs, the principal
investigator should consult the appropriate administrative or fiscal officer at the institution. If
an institution does not have an established indirect cost rate, it should consult the Survey. All
proposals should, however:
1. Identify the cognizant audit agency responsible for negotiating indirect cost rates, and
2. Indicate the citation covering the current
agreement and period.
EVALUATION PROCEDURES
Scientists within the U.S. Geological Survey
review and evaluate all submitted proposals. To
aid their evaluations, they occasionally obtain the
advice of other scientists who are specialists in
the fields covered in the proposals. Proposals
must contain pertinent information in sufficient
detail to define the nature and merit of the proposed project. In general, meritorious proposals
will be supported in order of priority to the extent
permitted by available funds. The Geological
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Survey reserves the right to award grants to those
proposing work most related to the Survey's mission-price and other factors considered.
The Geological Survey has adopted the following additional guidelines :
1. Proposals must be for scientific research
projects which will add to our store of
generally useful knowledge.
2. Universities and colleges will receive preference on proposals which constitute an
integral part of the institution's normal
academic program.
3. Only research projects which are clearly
within the Geological Survey's area of responsibility will be supported.
4. Criteria for judging projects include: scientific excellence, and potential relevance
to the solution of important practical problems.
RENEWAL OF SUPPORT REQUESTS
Requests for renewals of grants are generally
treated as being in competition with all other
pending proposals. Consequently, renewal requests should contain the same information as
any other proposal and a resume of progress to
date. Applicants should bear in mind that some
reviewers may not be aware of earlier proposals
or progress reports. Requests should be submitted
at least 6 months in advance of the anticipated
termination date of the original grant.

SUPPORT OF CONFERENCES AND
SYMPOSIA
The Geological Survey helps support conferences in special subjects to bring together leading
scientists. Conferences and symposia will be supported only if it is clear that equivalent results
cannot be obtained at regular meetings of professional societies. Although requests for conference support ordinarily originate with educational
institutions or scientific societies, they also may
come from other groups. Concomitant support by
several Federal agencies or private organizations
is permissible. Because conferences are of inter-
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est to a wider group than those in attendance,
proceedings should normally be published in scientific journals; publication costs may be included in the request.
Requests to the Survey for support of a conference generally should be made well in advance
of its scheduled date. A proposal for support of
a conference should include a full statement of
need for such a conference and a list of topics
to be covered. If recent meetings have been held
on the same subject, these should be mentioned
including dates and places. The members of committees organizing the conference should be listed.
Information regarding the location and probable
date or dates of the conference, the method of
issuing announcements or invitations, and a list
of proposed participants are desirable. The estimated total budget for the conference should be
included , together with a statement of the amount
of support requested from the Geological Survey.
Support from other Federal agencies, if any,
should also be listed. Indirect costs are subject
to negotiation with the grantee. Upon completion
of the conference, the grantee must submit to the
Geological Survey a report on the scientific highlights of the meeting.

ADMINISTRATION OF RESEARCH
GRANTS
Primary responsibility for general supervision
of all grant activities rests with the grantee institution; the principal investigator is responsible
for the scientific work . Grantees and principal
investigators are encouraged to seek advice from
the Survey. Unless otherwise stated, such advice
does not imply an assumption of responsibility
for final decisions by the Survey.

19
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GRANT AWARD

Notification of a grant award is by a grant
document signed by a contracting officer. The
grant is addressed to the institution to which the
grant is made.
· The grant incorporates by attachment or reference certain documents that will establish binding conditions upon the grantee, if the grant is
accepted. The conditions relate to the conduct of
grant activities, including the general nature and
scope of the research, revocation of the grant,
return of unused funds, budget, summary, and
patent rights.
GRANT PERIOD
The grant period begins on the date of the
grant unless otherwise specified and runs for the
length of time indicated in the grant. Unless previously agreed to by the parties to the agreement
and spelled out in the grant document, expenditures incurred before the effective date of the
grant may not normally be charged against the
grant. Commitments may not be made after the
scheduled expiration date of the grant.
When progress of research under the grant is
delayed, an extension of the grant period, without
additional funds, may be necessary. If time extension is required, a written request for extension must be submitted. Such requests should be
directed to the contracting officer with a justification for the requested extension. Only in exceptional cases will more than one extension be
granted.
ADHERENCE TO ORIGINAL ESTIMATES
The grant is made to the investigator's institution, and it is the institution which bears the primary responsibi1ity for fiscal accountability. Reasonable flexibility is provided to the principal investigator for conduct of the research, consistent
with the general scheme of the basic proposal.
Accordingly, while the principal investigator
is free to alter the direction of the research when
changes seem scientifically advantageous, the
grantee institution must give full consideration to
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the effects of budget reallocations on the costsharing and indirect cost portions of the budget
and must observe the following conditions in administering the grant:
1. Ordinary items such as office equipment
and furniture, air-conditioners, and motor
vehicles will not be charged to research
grant funds unless they have been provided
for in the ,grant or are approved by a subsequent letter from the contracting officer.
2. The amount provided for permanent equipment may not be exceeded without specific
approval by the contracting officer.
3. The Geological Survey must be informed
promptly by the grantee of any significant
departures from the negotiated budget not
requiring prior approval of the Geological
Survey under the preceding paragraphs. Advance discussion of such changes with the
appropriate contracting officer is encouraged,

ADHERENCE TO RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The Geological Survey believes that the principal investigator, operating within the established
policies of the grantee institution, should feel free
to pursue interesting and important leads which
may arise during the conduct of the research.
The principal investigator may discontinue or
materially modify unpromising lines of inquiry,
without jeopardizing continuation of support for
the remainder of the grant period, when it appears from a scientific standpoint that the inquiry
as originally envisaged will no longer be fruitful
or that a related line of inquiry will be more
promising. However, when new and promising
leads or fruitless lines of inquiry do arise, leading
to possible major deviations from original research objectives, the cognizant contracting officer
of the Geological Survey must be informed in
writing.

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL
The Geological Survey must approve changes
involving the participation of key personnel in a
project. When the change is not permanent, as

21
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when a principal investigator is on leave, the
Geological Survey should be informed of the arrangements made for supervision and management of the research during the interim.
GRANTS REPORTS

Certain reports must be submitted to cognizant
Project Officers in connection with the grant activities. (See Appendix III.) Each grant will spell
out the requirements. The following are examples
of the reports required.
Progress Reports

Periodic reports, usually required every 30
days and generally one or two pages in length,
contain a brief description of work progress and
any significant problems or developments arising
in performance of the research.
Technical Reports

Annual or semiannual technical reports and
more comprehensive reports at the termination
of the grant are required. When the grant is for
a period of 1 year or less, only a final technical
report may be required. As soon as they become
available, 25 copies of each technical report
should be provided. In addition, 25 copies of
each publication resulting from the grant shall be
provided. Under special circumstances, a larger
number of reports and publications may be
required.
The Geological Survey should be informed of
any results of unusual interest. Reports, communications, or photographs should be directed
to the Survey Technical Officer having knowledge
of the scientific aspect of the research grant.
Technical officers may also request some information in addition to that described above.
Fiscal Reports

Interim fiscal reports are required annually for
each grant, whether or not any funds have been
spent during that period, in addition to a final
fiscal report upon termination of the grant; forms
may be requested from the Geological Survey.
The final fiscal report should be forwarded to the
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Branch of Procurement and Contracts or appropriate Regional Office within 90 days after work
under the grant has been completed.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
An appropriate acknowledgment of U.S. Geological Survey support should be made in connection with publication of any material based on
research aided by the Survey.

EQUIPMENT
As a means of providing additional support
and conserving supply and equipment funds, the
Survey will sponsor the transfer of a limited
quantity of excess Government property to certain
grantees. Before the transfer of excess Government
property can be authorized, full justification must
be provided to the Survey by the grantee that the
property will further an active Survey grant.

SECURITY
Normally, investigators, will not need access to
classified security information in performing research supported by the Geological Survey. In
exceptional cases, if it appears that access to such
information is desirable, investigators should advise the Survey. When in the judgment of the
principal investigator information is developed
that should be classified, he must notify the
Survey immediately.
SAFETY
PRECAUTIONS
The Geological Survey
cannot assume liability
with respect to accidents,
illnesses, or claims arising out of work undertaken with the assistance
of the grant. The grantee
institution is advised to
insure or protect itself as
-1
necessary.
PATENTS AND INVENTIONS
The Geological Survey, in making a research
grant, includes a clause in the grant governing

23
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the disposition of inventions made or conceived
under the grant in a manner calculated to protect
the public interest and the equities of the grantee.

PAYMENT OF GRANTS
Payment schedules are negotiated prior to grant
issuance. Schedules are arranged to be mutually
satisfactory to the Survey and the grantee.

REVOCATION OF GRANTS
Survey grants may be revoked, in whole or in
part, by the Geological Survey after consultation
with the principal investigator and the grantee institution. However, a revocation shall not affect
any financial commitment of grant funds which,
in the judgment of the Survey and the grantee,
had become firm before the effective date of the
revocation. Upon revocation, the grantee shall reduce, insofar .as is possible, the amount of outstanding commitments and report to the Survey,
by the appropriate grant number, the uncommitted balance of all funds paid under the grant.
The grantee should promptly inform the Survey when there is reason to believe that circumstances may require revocation, as in the case of
inability of the grantee to carry out the research.
As a general rule, the availability of the services of the principal investigator named in the
grant instrument is one of the conditions of the
grant. Consequently, the Geological Survey
should be informed immediately when it appears
to be impossible for the principal investigator to
continue to direct the research. Under these conditions, the Survey's policy is that research under
the grant shall be discontinued unless a substitute principal investigator who is acceptable to the
Survey is available.

TRANSFER OF GRANTS
The Geological Survey does not transfer grants
from one institution to another. In the event that
a principal investigator changes his organizational
affiliation, a new proposal through the new institution may be initiated. The original grantee
24

institution may propose a substitute principal investigator or initiate revocation of the current
grant as described above in "Revocation of
Grants." Regardless of the action taken on the
new proposal, final technical and fiscal reports
on the original grant describing scientific progress
and expenditure to date are required.

REPAYMENT OF GRANT FUNDS
Grant funds not committed before the completion of the grant project shall be reported to the
Geological Survey and identified by grant number.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR EXCEEDING
GRANTS FUNDS
Any commitments or expenditures incurred by
the grantee in excess of the funds provided by
the grant or outside of the grant period shall be
the responsibility of the grantee institution.

GRANTS FOR RENEWED SUPPORT
A request for renewed support must include an
estimate of funds, if any, that will remain at the
scheduled expiration of the current grant. When
a proposal requesting renewal of support is approved, a new grant will generally be awarded.
Although special arrangements for voiding the
requirement for a technical report on the original
grant may be made, it will be necessary for the
grantee to submit a final fiscal report when the
report can reflect a full accounting of all funds
on the original grant. Expenditures under the new
grant should not begin until funds from the previous grant are fully expended or committed. If
the second grant becomes effective before the
funds from the first grant are exhausted, work
under the first grant should be considered completed on the day when funds are fully expended
or committed, but in no case should this time
exceed the grant period without written consent
of the contracting officer. Any balance then remaining in the old grant should be reported to
the Geological Survey. New accounts should be
established for the second grant in order that the
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recording and reporting of expenditures may be
segregated.

ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES AND AUDIT
Although no particular classification of accounts
is required, it is expected that grantees will maintain separate records for each grant, in accordance
with generally accepted accounting practices, to
permit preparation of the required fiscal reports
and ensure that grant funds are used for the purpose for which the grant was made.
Accounting records relating to expenditures
under each Survey grant are subject to inspection
and audit by representatives of the Government
at reasonable times during the life of the grant and
for 3 years thereafter.

COST SHARING ON RESEARCH GRANTS
Institutions are encouraged to share in the cost
of each research project supported by a Geological Survey grant. Each grant will specify the
amount of cost sharing agreed upon.
The following principles will serve as guidelines in establishing degrees of cost sharing:
1. A level of cost sharing (generally 5 percent or more of the total cost of the project) is appropriate for those grants involving Federal and non-Federal Government
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research projects; those providing for relatively significant reimbursement of academic-year faculty salaries at educational
institutions; or if the grantee institution
prefers substantial cost sharing as a matter
of institutional policy.
2. A lower level of cost sharing (2-5 percent)
may be appropriate for those research
grants that ( a) include a relatively significant amount for the purchase, rehabilitation, construction or operation of major
equipment or facilities; or (b) provide special stimulus for an area of research in the
national interest.
Costs of projects supported by Geological
Survey research grants may be shared by the
recipient institution by a contribution to any of
the cost clements in the project, direct or indirect.
The appropriate level of cost sharing for nonprofit institutions and universities and colleges will
be determined on a case-by-case basis. Research
projects in which the Geological Survey considers
that the proposed institutional contribution does
not constitute a reasonable amount under the circumstances will be subject to negotiation with
respect to cost sharing.
Budgets for all research proposals submitted
to the Geological Survey should include the following :
1. The amount requested of the Geological
Survey for direct cost of each of the cost
elements of the proposed research. Where
applicable, faculty salaries should be separately allocated between academic-year and
summer salaries, unless salaries are claimed
on a calendar-year basis.
2. The amount requested for indirect cost. Indirect cost may be requested only on applicable direct costs to be supported by the
Geological Survey.
3. The total requested from the Geological
Survey.
4. The amount proposed as the institution's
cost-sharing contribution from nonfederal
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sources, itemized by the same categories of
cost as above.
Where the institution's proposed contribution
is not more than a token amount, the level of
cost sharing should be adequately justified.
In cases where it will be necessary to demonstrate that cost sharing is fulfilled, institutions
must maintain accounting records to document
their contribution. If the expenditures for the research are less than originally contemplated, the
relationship between the institution's contribution
and the total cost should remain essentially the
same as proposed in the approved application or
in a subsequently approved revision.
DEFINITION OF MANPOWER
CATEGORIES

The manpower categories listed in Part A (Appendix II) of the summary are defined as follows:
1. Senior Personnel
a. Principal Investigator(s) are individual (s) so designated by the grantee institution.
b. A Faculty Associate (faculty member)
is an individual, other than the Principal
Investigator, who is considered by the
performing institution to be a member of
its faculty, and who will participate in the
project being supported.
2. Other Personnel
a. A Research Associate (postdoctoral) is
an individual who received a Ph.D., M.D.,
D.Sc., or equivalent degree less than 5
years ago; who is not a member of the
faculty of the performing institution; and
who is not reported as a Principal Investigator.
b. A Nonfaculty Professional (doctoral) is
an individual who received the doctoral
degree 5 or more years ago, and who is
not reported as a faculty member or
Principal Investigator.
c. A N onfaculty Professional ( otber) is a
person who is considered as a professional
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but does not hold a doctoral degree or its
equivalent and is not reported as a Principal Investigator, faculty member, or
student. Examples of persons included in
this category are research technicians,
computer programmers, and design engineeers.
d. A Graduate Student (research assistant)
is a part-time or full-time student who
holds at least a bachelor's degree or its
equivalent and is enrolled in a degree
program leading to an advanced degree
not generally regarded as a professional
degree.
e. A Professional School Student is a graduate student who is pursuing a first professional degree such as M.D., D.D.S.,
or D.V.M., not including engineeering.
f. A Pre-Baccalaureate Student is a student
who is enrolled in a degree program
(part-time orfull-time)Ieading to a bachelor's degree.
g. through i. The category for "other personnel" includes persons working on the
project in a nonresearch capacity such as
secretaries, clerk-typists, and custodial
personnel, regardless of whether they hold
a degree or are involved in degree work.
Salary support provided for personnel in each
category is shown in terms of full-time equivalent (FTE) man-months. FTE man-months for
an individual are calculated as the fraction of his
normal effort, for which salary reimbursement
will be made with project funds, multiplied by the
duration in months for which salary support is to
be provided. The resulting figure is rounded to the
nearest whole number, hence, may not correlate
exactly to the salary shown on the summary.
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GRANTS FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
APPENDICES

APPENDIX I
COVER PAGE FORMAT

w

0

Research Proposal Submitted to the U.S. Geological Survey
By
Name of Institution (including Branch title, if any)
Address of Institution
Title of proposed project
Principal Investigator (correspondent)
Name ................................................................................. .
Title
Social Security No .............................................................. .
Dept. Affiliation ................................................................... .
Address if different from above

Co-Principal Investigator ( s)
(if any)

New or renewal request to USGS ............................................. .

Proposed starting date ............................................................... .
Amount Requested ........................... .......................................... .

w

Endorsements:
Principal Investigator
Name
Signature
Title
Telephone Number ................. .
Date

Dept. Head

If renewal, identification number of previous
grant ......................................................................... .
Proposed duration in months ..................................... .

Institutional Admin. Official

APPENDIX II
BUDGET FORMAT

Proposals for research grants should include budgets in a format similar to that of the following sample for each
year of support requested. It is important to note that the use of a budget summary does not eliminate the need for an
itemized explanation of proposed costs when required in this booklet (e.g. requests for permanent equipment require
a description, cost estimate, and justification for each major item).
~

RESEARCH GRANT PROPOSAL BUDGET

N

Year Beginning.............. ..

Budget Category
A. SALARIES AND WAGES:
1. Senior Personnel
a. (Co) Principal Investigator
(Jist bv name)

USGS Funded
Man-Months
CalAcad Sum

Grantee
Man-Months
CalAcad Sum

Proposed
USGS
G'ee

b. Faculty Associates
(list by name) ....................................................... .
Sub-total ............................................................... .
2. Other Personnel (Nonfaculty)
a. (list separately-by name if available)

b. Nonfac. Professionals (Doc)
(list separately-by name if available)
Ul
Ul

.................................................. .............................
\

c. Nonfac. Professionals (other)
(list separately-by category,
e.g. computer programmer)
d. Grad. Students (res. asst.)

Budget Category

w

~

e. Professional School
Students
f. Pre-Baccalaureate
Students
g. Secretarial-Clerical
h. Technical
B. FRINGE BENEFITS:
Benefits ..
Subtotal-(Total Salaries, Wages, and Fringe)
C. PERMANENT EQUIPMENT:
1.
2 ...
Total Permanent Equipment ......... .

USGS Funded
Man-Months
Cal Acad Sum

Grantee
Man-Months
Cal Acad Sum

Proposed
USGS
G'ee

D. EXPENDABLE SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT ...... ... .

E. TRAVEL:
( Domestic
2. International
3. Mileage
4. Per diem ...... . .
5. Other (itemize)
Total Travel.
F. PUBLICATION COSTS ..... .... ........... .. ............................. .
G. OTHER COSTS:
1.
w
Ul

2.
3.
Total Other Costs
H. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS
(A through G) ..... .. .
I. INDIRECT COSTS ........... .......... ....... .. ........................ ... .
1. On Campus .............. % of
2. Off Campus ............ % of
Total Indirect Costs ..
J. TOTAL COSTS (Hand I) .... ... .

APPENDIX III
PREPARATION OF REPORTS
PROGRESS REPORTS
Format : Reports shall be in a letter format or

on USGS Progress Report Forms, available upon
request from U.S. Geological Survey, Procurement and Contracts, 205 National Center, Reston, Virginia 22092.
Contents: Reports shall contain a brief description of work progress required by the grant. Such
discussion shall include, but not be restricted to:
1. Grant number, subject or title, reporting period, and project number.
2. A concise narrative statement of the work
accomplished during the reporting period.
Both positive and negative results should be
stated.
3. A brief statement of major delays or problems encountered or liable to be encountered
which may affect the grant-completion schedule, probable causes, and action taken or to
be taken to eliminate such problems.
4. Developments made during the reporting period which arc considered of enough importance to warrant immediate attention. The
information should be submitted as enclosures
to the letter.
TECHNICAL REPORTS

Formal style report format with1. Front cover containinga. Report number and date.
b. Title and period covered.
c. Grant number.
d. Grantee's name and address.
e. Full name and address of U.S. Geological
Survey.
f. Security classification, when applicable.
2. Abstract containinga. Object of report.
b. Scope of work covered.
c. Table of contents.
d. Narrie of investigators.
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3. Main body containinga. Breakdown of project into functional subjects.
b. Discussion divided by functional subjects.
Each subject shall include a detailed narrative or analysis of the work performed on
the grant or of the completed phases of
study. Also included shall be photographs,
schematic diagrams, charts, tables, methods, etc., relevant to the project. It should
be noted that negative findings are as relatively significant as positive findings. Identification of innovations and general advances in technology are of special interest
and should be included.
c. Conclusions and recommendations drawn
from the results to date.
d. Bibliography containing full citations of
work referenced throughout the main body
of the report. Specific reference will also be
given to papers published which have been
written as a result of research accomplished
under the grant.
e. Glossary (as required) of uncommon technical terms and definitions of the terms.
f. Appendixes (as required) with related or
additional material too bulky or detailed to
be included in the main body.
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